
Influence of disinfectant technologies on red bell peppers safety 
 

The occurrence of outbreaks of foodborne illness associated with contaminated fresh 
vegetables, represent serious public health problems. Several sanitizing agents for 
washing fruits and vegetables may be used to reduce the risk of microbial 
contamination. 
Traditional washing technologies utilize chlorine as sanitizing agent for fresh 
produce. Commonly, it may also be added to wash water as sodium or calcium 
hypoclorite. Hidrogen peroxide (H2O2) is another well studied oxidant agent, directly 
toxic to pathogens. However, the effectiveness of these technologies depends on the 
microbial sensitivity to the sanitizer agent used, and consequently variable results are 
commonly reported by researchers. Investigation on specific pathogens/produce 
combinations is lacking. 
More recently, ozone is being used as an innovative food processing technology that 
guarantees product safety, also increasing shelf life of fruits and vegetables. Its main 
advantage, when compared to traditional disinfectant technologies, relies on its 
potent antimicrobial action and non-toxic products decomposition.  
The objective of this work was to study the effectiveness of three sanitizing agents 
(sodium hypoclorite - used in a commercial available solution AMUKINA, and H2O2 
and ozone in aqueous solutions), on the reduction of Listeria innocua inoculated on 
red bell peppers. Listeria innocua was chosen as the target microorganism, because 
apart from being non-pathogenic, it is physiologically very close to L. 
monocytogenes, and both can be isolated in the same food products. The vegetables 
(Capsicum annuum L.) were acquired in a local market. Samples were cut in small 
portions (4x10cm), inoculated with Listeria innocua and washed in water (used as 
control), in ozonated water (2 p.p.m.) and in solutions of AMUKINA (11.5 g/L) and 
H2O2 (1% and 5% w/w). Pilot equipment with continuous ozone production was used 
in assays. Contact times of all treatments were 2 minutes, and 5 replicates were 
carried out. 
Results showed that no significant differences were observed between the washing 
disinfectants used (ANOVA at 5%). Microbial reductions fell within 2-3 log cycles. 
When compared to water-washings, ozonated water and solutions of AMUKINA and 
H2O2 allowed higher microbial reductions. 
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